




The Alberto Ferri S.r.l. performs a starring role in the International shipment field. Our name in 
this context is known since 1970, when Mr Alberto Ferri built this Company that still today is 
named after him, offering high skilled services in a delicate and extremely exigent as the Cine-
matographic Area.

Today the Company is leaded by Marco Ferri (Alberto’s Son) who is carrying on the job started 
by his father in keeping same principles, professionalism and customer care.

The Alberto Ferri invested a lot in the staff training and technological adaptation, to improve his 
services against the continuous growth of this Area.

We are IATA Agents and credited by ENAC as “Regulated Agent”.
Considering the cinematographic Area as the main business, our prerogatives are, high care of 
material given by our clients, swiftness and discretion on arranging shipments.

In order to improve more our customer care we obtained the ISO9001 quality certification in 
2008.

To improve discretion and security, all material is handled only by our internal staff and using 
our own trucks, always monitored by a satellite localization system, while our premises are 
monitored 24 hours a day.
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AIR EXPORT:
Worldwide shipments (CEE & EXTRACEE), particular carefulness of the whole process, from 
pick-up, to packaging.
Special agreement with carriers of known reliability give us the possibility to offer very compe-
titive services and costs.
A large wide of partnership around EUROPE and U.S.A. to ensure a better and fast delivery at 
destination. DOOR TO DOOR without any problems.

COURIER SERVICE:
Cooperation with DHL & FEDERAL EXPRESS for all small kind of shipments.

ROAD TRANSPORTATION:
Dedicated shipment by our own trucks to all main European Cities.
All Trucks are monitored by satellite system during whole trip. 

SAME DAY DELIVERY:
OBC service (on board courier): Your “Impossible” deliveries to LONDON/PARIS/MADRID/
FRANKFURT/PRAGUE/AMSTERDAM/BRUSSELS; other destinations on demand.

All relevant services for a right and fast importation of your goods.
Own Custom Office to fulfill all custom procedures for EXTRA CEE Incoming material.
Consulting and completion of all INTRASTAT declarations.
Complete Handling of the shipment from point of departure until arrival in ROME.
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This Company has its own internal customs department leaded by a qualified staff, credited by 
the “Customs Regional Directions of Lazio & Abruzzo”, with a Ten-years experience in consul-
ting, custom and foreign commerce fields.
The Quick evolve of Markets and the hard push toward globalization are bringing businessmen 
to intensify their international relationships with essential security and transparency needs in 
customs operation related to their deals. 
The first target of the Alberto Ferri S.r.l. is to support and act as strategic partner for its Custo-
mers, as for the operatives as about the consulting matters, in order to improve as better as 
possible its International relationships.

Dedicated Nationwide deliveries 7 days a week. 
12h deliveries during the week-end for all your unexpected issues and needs (SAME DAY 
DELIVERY).
Airfreight shipments, pick-up on arrival and delivery to the address required.

Pick-Up & Deliveries across Rome and surroundings without any restriction about weight or size. 
Maximum flexibility and workability over the week-end.
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CUSTOM OPERATIONS AND CONSULTING



Administrative and Legal offices

Via dei Luxardo, 19/21
00156 Roma

Italy
Tel. +39 - 06.412113.1
Fax +39 - 06.4100479

Branch

Cargo City 
Aerostazione Merci 333/A di P.G. 

2° Piano, Ingresso 5
Piazzale Caduti Italiani in Bosnia s.n.c.

00054 Fiumicino Aeroporto (Roma) 
Italy

Tel. +39 - 06.65011059 
Fax +39 - 06.65011091

www.albertoferri.it
infoaf@albertoferri.it
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